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Nearing 50, the Internet is a technological artifact. Its best years
may be ahead of it, though, thanks to Northwestern researchers.
Built to connect universities at a time when computers filled a room rather than a pocket, the
Internet became more accessible with the advent of the World Wide Web in 1989 at CERN, the
European particle physics lab in Switzerland. As the first scientists logged on, they were alone in

It can take more than a decade and billions

exploring the platform and testing its limitations. Today, some 10 billion devices are connected,

of dollars to develop a new drug and bring

and by 2020 the number is expected to increase sevenfold, according to analysis by Morgan

it to market. But Northwestern researchers

Stanley. The surge will come as connections are added to even more consumer electronics,

are working to accelerate this process and

household appliances, and everyday sensors.

get promising treatments from laboratories

Maintaining and migrating the Internet’s infrastructure to support that increase — at a time
when data-rich transmissions are the norm — is one of the many collaborative projects
spearheaded by Northwestern’s International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR).

to the patients who need them. Now these
efforts will be strengthened thanks to a
four-year, $27.2 million grant from the
National Institutes of Health to renew

Located on Northwestern’s Chicago campus, the center forms the hub for an international

the Northwestern University Clinical and

optical fiber grid, and it is home to experimentation and innovation across many advanced

Translational Sciences (NUCATS) Institute.

communication technologies. It’s also an integral part in a global consortium of corporations,

The new award will prioritize making

academic institutions, and government agencies responsible for transmitting information

research more accessible to patients by

for every big data science project. This includes experiments like those mapping the

involving them in clinical trials.

ocean’s floor, creating global weather forecasts, and taking place at synchrotrons

continued...

“We’re trying to break down major hurdles
in the middle of the translational pipeline,
where we conduct clinical trials with people
to see whether a new medical device or drug
actually works in the real world.” says Donald
Lloyd-Jones, NUCATS director.
Read more
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Northwestern’s International Center for Advanced Internet Research (iCAIR) is the center of the
optical networking universe. This map illustrates some of the many iCAIR-supported connections
passing through Chicago.
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... iCAIR continued

Science Network; The National Institutes
of Health network; Internet2, which connects
universities and research laboratories
throughout the United States; and many more.
“All of these networks come together in a
dot on the map, and that is the StarLight
facility,” says Mambretti.“In the early ’90s,
with assistance from the university community,
Chicago established an exchange that became
the world’s largest by volume. iCAIR and
StarLight continue to lead in that tradition.”

Joe Mambretti, iCAIR director

around the world — including at the

Today, those supercomputer connections

Advanced Proton Source at Argonne

comprise just one of the many networks

National Laboratory.

flowing through the StarLight International/
National Communications Exchange Facility

If the common Web is Lake Shore Drive, with

at Northwestern. In fact, all of the world’s

cars/data shuttling around at modest speeds,

major high-performance national and

iCAIR’s networks are launch pads, moving

international research and education (R&E)

extremely large files with the power of a

networks connect there, along with multiple

space shuttle liftoff.

local and regional R&E systems.

One of the ways StarLight makes immense
data projects possible is by supporting
32 100-gigabyte-per-second (Gbps) paths.
That’s nearly 10 times more than any
other facility. StarLight’s support of Blue
Waters, the petascale supercomputer at
the University of Illinois, includes four
100 GBPS channels. Along with capacity,
network programmability is required to
use these resources optimally. Recently,
iCAIR received an NSF grant to create the
world’s first Software Defined Networking

“For more than 30 years, scientists

“Increasingly, the basic foundations of

Exchange (SDX) to provide enhanced

have driven Internet innovation,” says

scientific research, theory, and experimentation,

support for workflows required for

are being complemented by powerful new

international data-intensive science.

Joe Mambretti, iCAIR director. “Advancing
large-scale services continues to be a

techniques in modeling and simulation

necessity for researchers working with big

based on big data,” Mambretti says.

data. These researchers encounter technology

For the Northwestern community, whose
members have direct access to the 100

challenges years before other communities.

StarLight connects global research and

or so specialized networks at StarLight

By resolving them, the improvements then

academic networks to allow greater access

without necessitating any specialized

migrate to the rest of the world.”

to that data. It also enables the high-

paths, the benefits are invaluable.

performance transport, management,
At iCAIR, the big data is often colossal.
The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) in
Switzerland, for example, can produce
a petabyte of it every second — that’s a
million gigabytes, or roughly 13 years of
HD television content. Even though some
of the LHC data is discarded, the volume
of what remains would inundate a single

and analysis of information. When the

Read more.

FermiNational Accelerator Laboratory built
an optical link with StarLight a decade ago,
doing so produced a 500 percent increase
in the lab’s network connections to the
planet’s science communities.
Numerous wide-ranging systems connect

RADIO TELESCOPES
StarLight also links radio

facility. Using its powerful network

through StarLight, including: the

telescopes throughout the

interchanges, iCAIR and its international
partners help manage the coordinated
dispersal of the information among

Metropolitan Research and Education

world to allow for real-time

Network, a seven-state regional advanced

data correlation. One

network; the LHC Optical Private Network

connection implemented

computational science centers worldwide.

and the LHC Open Network Environment,

Creating private networks for scientists

two Department of Energy-funded networks

by iCAIR connects the huge

is not a new idea. In the 1980s, a National

connected to CERN for large-scale science;

radio telescope at Puerto

Science Foundation project linking US

CANARIE, the national R&E network of

Rico’s Arecibo Observatory

supercomputers became the backbone

Canada, which connects Chicago with all
major Canadian universities and research

with researchers in Europe.

for the modern Internet.

institutions; ESnet, the national Energy
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— up from 400 million in 2000, according
to ITU, the United Nations agency for
information and communication technologies

“Northwestern is going

— annual global IP traffic next year is expected

beyond leveraging big

to top 1.1 zettabytes. That’s a 1 followed by

data to make breakthroughs.

21 zeros. This trend will add to the already

We’re also playing a

enormous estimated volume of data, more than
6.5 exabytes (1018 bytes), now stored worldwide.

leading part in developing
the entire infrastructure

Our University’s researchers are contributing
to those numbers in valuable ways, too.
Photo by Earl Richardson

At Northwestern, increasingly complex

that will enable digital
communications
for decades.”

datasets inform discovery across an array
of disciplines, from the social sciences to
the physical and life sciences. Scientific
computation is crucial for our advances
in chemistry, neuroscience, nanotechnology,
We make progress as scholars and

engineering, math, and marketing, among

as a society by converting insights into

other areas. Partnerships, such as that

knowledge. An integral part of that process

between Northwestern and Argonne

involves extracting meaningful information

National Laboratory, rely on advanced

from data. And there’s a lot of it out there.

computational power for projects like
the Materials Genome Initiative, which

For example, estimates from a Northwestern

promises to revolutionize synthetic design.

computational science initiative reveal that
2.9 million emails are sent every second;

Data drives inquiry for Weinberg scholars

20 hours of YouTube video is uploaded every

in the digital humanities as it does for

minute; and 50 million Tweets are added to

researchers in physics, astronomy, materials

our collective discourse each day. Of course,

simulation, or research computing. At Medill

that’s only the start. There are also torrents

and Kellogg, data spurs new media and

of complex data produced by scientific

marketing insights. McCormick and Kellogg,

endeavors, such as that conducted at CERN’s

in collaboration, launched the Northwestern

Large Hadron Collider. There, each “collision

Institute on Complex Systems (NICO)

event” in the particle accelerator produces

in 2004, which continues to be a hub

about 1 petabyte (1015 bytes) — with some 600

and facilitator for interdisciplinary

million events occurring every second.

network research. In our medical research,
big data is helping our faculty turn insights

In astronomy, the Large Synoptic Survey

into knowledge in many ways, including

Telescope, equipped with a 3.2 billion-pixel

in genomics research.

camera, promises to revolutionize the field
by collecting an astonishing 30 terabytes

This surge of activity has been associated

(1012 bytes) of data each night when it

with educational initiatives, such as the

comes online within the next 10 years.

Master of Science in Analytics Program

More terrestrial pursuits also highlight

offered by McCormick and the Master of

big data’s opportunities and challenges:

Predictive Analytics Program through the

Electronic health records today store

School of Professional Studies. In addition,

millions of detailed patient charts.

Northwestern workshops in computation

Bootcamps enable our graduate students
and post-doctoral fellows to build the skills
needed to write the code to obtain, process,
and analyze their scientific data.
Yet, Northwestern is going beyond leveraging
big data to make breakthroughs. As this
newsletter’s story on our International
Center for Advanced Internet Research
(iCAIR) shows, we’re also playing a leading
part in developing the entire infrastructure
that will enable digital communications
for decades. iCAIR is taking on “grand
challenges,” including creating an enhanced
Internet with increased security and
reliability and more capabilities to
meet the growing demands of billions
of individual users.
This research demands robust collaboration
with international corporate and academic
partners, such as IBM, Cisco, Ciena,
AT&T, NASA, CERN, Argonne, NCSA, and
others. The success of iCAIR underscores
Northwestern’s longstanding commitment
to interdisciplinary discovery.
In all of our diverse research, we see big
data — and the field of data science —
as an opportunity for asking far-reaching
questions even as we answer important ones.

and scientific visualization benefit our
The numbers are huge, whether we consider

students who work with large volumetric

data storage or Internet traffic. With an

data from simulations and instrumentation.

estimated 3.2 billion Internet users in 2015

Likewise, our data sciences Programming

Vice President for Research
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Origins: Exploring the Journey of Discovery
energy applications — as well as scientific

That could involve scientific discovery, or it

communication and outreach to help ensure

could entail a new way of combining existing

that “academic labs actually interface with

ideas or technologies to address a wicked

the modern world.”

problem like climate change in a fresh way.
As a chemist, I know the potential for

Family chemistry

expediting discovery through combining

My father is a chemist. I remember well he

ideas. But breakthroughs can also come

would bring home test tubes and pipettes.

by combining the right people and teams

I was fascinated by mixing substances, and

to get the job done. The younger generation

I still have a visceral memory of one very

today typically embraces this approach —

pungent “experiment” from childhood:

connect and collaborate, not command

I filled a test tube full of suds by mixing

and conquer.

water and hand soap and then pipetted my
Dick Co, chemistry

father’s aftershave with the foamy mixture.

“Origins” highlights the research life of

I was fascinated by how little aftershave was

What inspired you to merge

Northwestern scholars, situating their ideas

required to break all the bubbles. Over time,

science and society?

against the foundational experiences that

my scientific curiosity really took over, as it

Well, at Berkeley I was very interested in

shaped their achievements. These conversations

did for others in my family. I have a brother

ethnic studies as well as chemistry. In fact,

combine personal reminiscences with

who is a physicist and another who is a

I almost dropped my chemistry major

reflections on science and innovation.

chemist. My wife is also a chemist, as was

to become a protest movement organizer.

her father and brother. As an undergraduate,

It’s vitally important to connect people and

This month, OR News presents Dick Co,

I was drawn to studying reactions at the

ideas to solve big challenges. Now, as then,

chemistry. Co helps spur discovery through

surface of a liquid using x-ray spectroscopy

I want to help organize a movement that’s

interdisciplinary collaboration and

under ultra-high vacuum conditions because

making a difference.

partnerships with industry and education

of the unique technical challenges.
That’s what we’re doing at Northwestern.

leaders. He serves as director of operations
and outreach for the Argonne-Northwestern
Solar Energy Research Center (ANSER),

What excites you about

I’m excited about how SOFI can transform
solar fuels research, including with our

whose mission is to “revolutionize our

your work?

Knowledge Map project. This is a huge

understanding of molecules, materials, and

I love the science that we do at Northwestern

asset that the global research community

methods necessary to create dramatically

to advance our understanding of new

really wants and can leverage to create

more efficient energy technologies.”

materials and methods for renewable energy

breakthroughs. We’ve talked with leading

generation. This work holds great potential

research institutions, energy and technology

He also is co-founder and managing director

for mitigating climate change and increasing

companies, and scientific publishers, and

of the Solar Fuels Institute (SOFI), a global

prosperity. I’m also passionate about

have created a “taxonomy of ideas” that

research consortium affiliated with the

entrepreneurship and building connections

people in our field can use. We are making

Institute for Sustainability and Energy at

between our research and the business

these ideas available in an accessible form.

Northwestern (ISEN). Co and his SOFI

world. That’s a project central to

We’re not just talking about research on a

colleagues are developing a “Knowledge

Northwestern’s mission, so I think

nanoparticle that gets turned into a paper

Map,” which aggregates a massive amount

a lot about how to bring innovation to

that’s turned into a PDF. We see this

of global scholarship on solar fuels, making

the marketplace. I get to engage with some

knowledge dissemination platform as an

it accessible in a searchable database.

of the world’s top experts: academics,

arena where others can analyze the data,

industry leaders, architects, and designers.

conduct experiments, do more research,

It’s very collaborative.

and bring better ideas to bear. It’s a big

Co grew up in a “family of scientists”
and went on to earn a bachelor’s degree in

deal — I see it as the “Google Play” or

chemistry from the University of California,
Berkeley, and a doctorate in chemical physics

Invention and innovation

from Harvard University, where he was a

Invention is a part of innovation, but we

National Science Foundation Fellow. His

don’t necessarily have to invent something

research focuses on ultrafast spectroscopy

to be innovative. I view innovation primarily

— particularly involving materials with solar

as a way of creating and capturing value.

“Apple App Store” of academic research.
By standardizing a platform to capture
and share data, we could create a scientific
movement. Northwestern is really using
its resources to make this transformative
impact, and I’m grateful for that.
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Multimillion-Dollar Grant Funds
Interdisciplinary HIV Research
Northwestern scientists have received

modification of behavior,” says Patrick Kiser,

a 5-year, $17.5 million grant from the

obstetrics and gynecology and biomedical

National Institutes of Health (NIH) for an

engineering. “With implants or injectable

interdisciplinary project that aims to invent,

systems that deliver antiretroviral drugs,

develop, and test an implantable drug

a person no longer has to worry about

delivery system to protect high-risk people

contracting HIV for a relatively long

from HIV infection for up to a year at a time.

period of time.”

The Sustained Long-Acting Protection

Kiser and Thomas Hope, cell and molecular

Against HIV program, funded by the NIH’s

biology, obstetrics and gynecology, and

National Institute of Allergy and Infectious

biomedical engineering, will be the

Diseases, will bring together 15 basic

project’s principal investigators.

scientists and clinical investigators from 15
departments across the Feinberg School of

In the study’s first year, the researchers

Medicine, McCormick School of Engineering,

will collaborate to invent a new implant

and Kellogg School of Management.

that delivers antiretroviral drugs in a
Above: Patrick Kiser
holds an intravaginal
ring that can deliver
an antiretroviral
drug and a
contraceptive
for months. Left:
Thomas Hope

controlled way. Specifically, they are
Currently, there are three ways to prevent

exploring the potential of the drug

sexual transmission of HIV: abstinence,

cabotegravir, which prevents the HIV

condoms, and daily antiretroviral drugs. But

virus from inserting its DNA into a host’s

adherence to each of these methods is low.

genetic material.

“Long-acting systems have the great

Read more.

advantage of not requiring repeated

Call for Recently
Published Books
As the summer advances, we are already
developing the fall/winter edition of
Northwestern’s research magazine.
In each magazine, we highlight some
recently published faculty books. We invite
you to share any new titles (2014-15) with
us for consideration.
When submitting a title, please include a
high-resolution cover image for the book,
as well as any promotional materials that
support the text. Email content to Matt
Golosinski, director of research
communications.

New Digital Training Platform Launches
Northwestern is unveiling a new tool for

The Office for Research team will be the first

students, staff, and faculty training this fall.

to benefit from Learn@Northwestern, using
the platform to deliver ORS-mandated

The website, Learn@Northwestern, launches

compliance training, as well as Responsible

September 8 and replaces content previously

Conduct of Research training administered

found on the Course Management System

by the Office for Research Integrity (ORI).

powered by Blackboard.
The system is designed to automatically
The enhanced software driving Learn@

alert individuals about required training and

Northwestern will allow for the deliverance

enroll them in available sessions. FASIS

of multimedia content in HTML5, the fifth

will retain a record of completed training.

and final update to the Web-based language.
It also marks the first time that a single

During fiscal year 2016 Learn@Northwestern

administrative system will provide and

will expand to provide instruction required

monitor training compliance across

by the Institutional Review Board,

the University.

Institutional Animal Care and Use
Committee, Center for Comparative

“The new platform will deliver training and

Medicine, and Innovation and New

professional development opportunities

Ventures Office. ORI Research

through a cloud-based environment

Administration Training will also

accessible anytime, anywhere,” says Michael
Blayney, director of the Office for Research
Safety (ORS).

be added to the system.
View website.
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Northwestern has named Kelly Morrison the

Engineering and

interim director of the Office for Sponsored

Applied Science

Research (OSR) in Evanston.

from 2009-11.

Morrison joined the University in 2007

As interim

and has held several important positions,

director, Morrison

including most recently as OSR-Evanston

will manage

associate director.

OSR-Evanston,

The US Air Force is
making a substantial
research investment

Kelly Morrison

in Northwestern. The

serve as the
Prior to joining OSR-Evanston as a grant and

institutional representative for all sponsored

cost share officer in 2012, Morrison worked

programs on the Evanston campus, and

in the Weinberg College of Arts and Sciences’

oversee the sponsored programs portfolio

Department of Molecular Biosciences from

of Evanston-campus based schools, centers,

2007-09 and as a research administrator in

and academic units, as well as NU-Qatar.

International
Institute for
Nanotechnology (IIN)
has earned a “Center

Photo by Matthew Gilson Photography

Northwestern
Chosen for
Revolutionary
Bio-Nano Center

OSR-Evanston Interim Director Named

of Excellence” grant
to design advanced

the dean’s office at the McCormick School of

bioprogrammable
nanomaterials that

Mandela Fellows Program Highlights
Global Leadership

can solve challenging
problems related to

Chad A. Mirkin

energy, the environment, and security and
defense. The research also will develop new

Entrepreneur Siphiwe Ngwenya, pictured left, of South Africa, speaks to Jacques Sarr, a program

ways to monitor and mitigate human stress.

mentor, during a reception at Northwestern honoring this year’s Mandela Washington Fellows.
Ngwenya has helped turn more than 80 homes in townships throughout South Africa into galleries,

The five-year, $9.8 million grant establishes

a movement he hopes brings a new appreciation for the arts. Ngwenya was one of 500 Mandela

the Center of Excellence for Advanced

Fellows — from an applicant pool of 38,000 — being hosted by a select group of higher education

Bioprogrammable Nanomaterials (C-ABN),

institutions throughout the United States. Northwestern welcomed 25 of the young African leaders

the only one of its kind in the country.

to Evanston and Chicago, where they participated in a six-week academic and leadership institute
“Northwestern was chosen to lead this

designed by the Program of African Studies and Farley Center for Entrepreneurship and

Center of Excellence because of its

Innovation. The Mandela Fellowships, begun in 2014, is the flagship program of President Obama’s

investment in infrastructure development,

Young African Leaders Initiative (YALI), meant to empower young people through academic

including new facilities and

coursework, leadership training, and networking.

instrumentation,” says Timothy Bunning,
More photos.

chief scientist at the US Air Force Research
Laboratory Materials and Manufacturing
Directorate. Bunning also highlighted the
University’s high-caliber faculty and
students, as well as its outstanding
contributions to advancing bionanotechnology and the cognitive sciences.
Led by IIN director Chad A. Mirkin,
materials science and engineering and
chemistry, C-ABN will support collaborative,
discovery-based research to develop new
bioprogrammable nanomaterials that meet
military and civilian needs and facilitate the
Photo by Roger Anderson

efficient transition of these technologies
from the laboratory to marketplace.
Read more.
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University Research Institutes Move
into New Space at Tech
New energy is coming to one of the world’s

The J wing’s second floor establishes a

largest academic buildings as the J wing infill

physical presence for SQI in Evanston and

nears completion.

will feature a visualization suite comprised

The J Wing
Ground Floor
IIN space, including NUANCE

of a floor-to-ceiling video wall capable of
The two-year construction project, which

First Floor

projecting 3D images and a large workspace

adds 50,000 square feet of lab and office

IIN lab space

and viewing room. The lab space will be

space to the Technological Institute,

designed for chemistry-based research and

concludes this fall, but the Institute for

cell-culture work. The Center for Bio-

Sustainability and Energy at Northwestern

Inspired Energy Science (CBES) will also be

University (ISEN) has already become the

located within the space.

addition’s first tenant.
The new infill is located on the south side of
“Our new flex lab’s collaborative culture will

Tech between the existing H and K wings and

play an integral role in advancing

August 2015

Second Floor
SQI space, including CBES
Third Floor
ISEN space
Fourth Floor
ISEN space

breakthroughs in sustainability and
energy-related discovery and education on
campus,” says Demetria Giannisis, ISEN
director of operations and outreach. “The
8,000-square-foot lab is equipped to support
agile, multidisciplinary teams and scalable
experiments across the institute’s core
research areas: solar electricity and fuels,
carbon science and management, and
catalysis and sustainable materials.”
Science in Society has moved into ISEN’s
previous office space at Chambers Hall,
600 Foster Street in Evanston.
In addition to providing a new home for
ISEN, the J wing infill also addresses the
growing laboratory research and expanding
program needs of the International Institute

Photo by Roger Anderson

for Nanotechnology (IIN) and Simpson
Querrey Institute (SQI).
includes a multistory atrium that provides
IIN will occupy the ground and first floors,

natural light to areas in the existing building

providing a centralized location for

and the addition. Also underway is a fourth

state-of-the-art materials and surface

floor office expansion in the L and M wings,

characterization, as well as laboratory,

adjacent to the new wing.

office, and conference space.
Tech was built in 1942, designed as a
The ground floor will feature Northwestern

pioneering collaborative space that

University’s Atomic and Nanoscale

integrated research, teaching, and industrial

Characterization Experimental Center

application. Expanded over the years, today

(NUANCE) and other advanced scientific

it has more than 800,000 square feet of

equipment. The first floor, meanwhile, boasts

classrooms, offices, laboratories, and

5,178 square feet of useable space, which has

research facilities. It is located at 2145

been designed to attract and support new

Sheridan Road in Evanston.

nanotechnology researchers.

50,000 sq. ft.
Amount of laboratory and office
space added to the
Technological Institute

24 months
Time it took to complete
the J wing infill
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Cores Recognized with Gold Star Awards
Three core facilities aiding the pursuit of

Other strong-performing facilities earned

knowledge at the smallest biological and

honorable mentions. These included the

physical scales have been honored with the

Medicinal and Synthetic Chemistry Core

first-ever Office for Research Gold Star Awards.

(ChemCore), High Throughput Analysis

New Roles and
Responsibilities
Website Adds
Clarity

Laboratory (HTAL), and Robert H. Lurie
The Center for Advanced Microscopy

A new tool is available to help members

Comprehensive Cancer Center Flow

and Nikon Imaging Center (CAM-NIC),

of Northwestern’s research community

Cytometry Facility, which also was

Northwestern University Atomic and

understand how their contributions enrich

this year’s most-improved core.

the University’s knowledge ecosystem.

Center (NUANCE), and Integrated Molecular

The annual core awards recognize the

An enhanced website defining research roles

Structure Education and Research Center

exemplary achievement of facilities that

and responsibilities clearly explains how

(IMSERC) were recognized for their

provide unique instrumentation and

principal investigators (PIs), administrative

continued excellence — having placed within

services to researchers at Northwestern

and technical personnel, chairs, deans, and

the top 10 percent of annual University core

as well as to other academic and for-profit

the vice president collaborate to produce

rankings at least four times. Each facility

research organizations.

scholarship with transformative potential.

“Core facilities play an important role in the

“It’s no accident that the information on the

groundbreaking research and discovery at

website is approachable and concise,” says

The Gold Star winners are among seven

Northwestern, and I am very proud of all

Ann Adams, associate vice president of

other 2015 honorees. Outstanding facility

the directors and staff who provide these

research. “It’s meant to provide an overview,

awards were presented to the Center for

services,” says Phil Hockberger, executive

as well as the necessary resources for

Advanced Molecular Imaging (CAMI),

director of research facilities. “As we honor

additional guidance.”

Developmental Therapeutics Core (DTC),

our most consistently outstanding facilities

Simpson Querrey Institute’s Peptide

with Gold Stars, we also find first-time

Developing the site involved interviews

Synthesis Core, and Skin Disease

winners like CAMI and DTC expanding the

with Jay Walsh, vice president for research,

Research Center (SDRC) Core Facilities.

number of facilities reaching these highest

as well as with PIs, department chairs, and

Nanoscale Characterization Experimental

will be given a commemorative plaque
and each employee will receive $200.

levels of excellence.” Including those

other key stakeholders whose insights

Each outstanding facility receives $2,000

recognized in this latest round of awards, the

were instrumental for this innovation.

for operational use (e.g., professional

total number of cores that have been

development, workshops, seminars) and

honored as outstanding over the past six

a wall plaque honoring their achievement.

years now totals 12.

The faculty directors, managers, staff, and
business administrators will be recognized

To learn more about Northwestern’s

at the sixth annual awards luncheon

core facilities, click here.

Photo by Roger Anderson

in September.

Connecting
Diabetes and
Neighborhood
Resources
The neighborhood a person lives in can
contribute to his or her likelihood of
developing type 2 diabetes, according to a
study co-authored by Northwestern
Medicine investigator Mercedes Carnethon,
preventive medicine: epidemiology.
The study, published in JAMA Internal
Medicine, found that people living in
neighborhoods that were rated highly for
having healthy foods and safe spaces for
physical activity available were less likely to
develop diabetes over time.

Chad Haney, managing director of the the Center for Advanced Molecular Imaging, talks about
the core facility’s capabilities during an event hosted by the Chemistry of Life Processes Institute.

Read more.
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Astrophysicist Ties Stellar Lifecycles to Galactic Evolution
Northwestern research is shedding new

simulation techniques predicted how

light on the evolution of galaxies —

galaxies evolve, critical aspects of how

including our own Milky Way.

stars impart energy into their environment
were only crudely depicted.

The breakthrough discoveries are the
product of enhanced simulation methods

“One of the major advances in the past

that realistically capture the lifecycles

few years is that these simulations now

of stars as galaxies age.

have sufficient resolution to model star
formation realistically, which allows for

Developed at Northwestern’s Center for

further exploration of star cycles within

Interdisciplinary Exploration and Research

galaxies,” says Faucher-Giguère. “But

in Astrophysics (CIERA), the models allow

improving the resolution was only half

researchers to follow the formation of

the battle. We also had to figure out the

dwarf- to Milky Way-sized galaxies from the

physics to develop new methods for

Big Bang to present day, taking into account

modeling stellar evolution in our

a host of energetic processes. For example,

simulation code.”

scientists now can show the impact of

Claude-André Faucher-Giguère

Galactic
Creations

massive stars emitting ionizing radiation

Faucher-Giguère’s recently published work

and the galactic consequences of their dying

helps better explain the feedback processes

Shortly after the Big Bang, when

in explosions known as supernovae.

from massive stars, while also revealing the

the universe was nothing more

chaotic lives of galaxies and what forces

than a hot gaseous mixture,

shape them.

gravitational force condensed

“Our calculations help to show that what
we observe today as spiral galaxies were

this pre-galactic medium

in the early universe very different,” says

“Our simulations are among the first to

Claude-André Faucher-Giguère, physics

to create the first stars. About

resolve the internal structure of galaxies,”

500 million years later, the first

and astronomy. “After the Big Bang, these

he says. “This is also the first time that

galaxies formed in a chaotic

galaxies were much more compact in

these smaller spatial scales (stars) are

manner.

structure and frenzied in nature.”

being related to larger ones (the cosmological
environment of galaxies) self-consistently,

That idea is confirmed by data from the

bringing together two research communities

Hubble Space Telescope, which reveals

that traditionally have been largely distinct.”

what galaxies actually looked like in the

supermassive back holes in galaxy evolution.

“near” aftermath of the Big Bang, some

Faucher-Giguère will deploy the modeling

His research is funded by NASA and the

13 billion years ago. Although previous

techniques next to understand the role of

National Science Foundation.

Collaboration Results in First Artificial Ribosome
Researchers at Northwestern and the University

and biological engineering, and Alexander

In a new study

of Illinois at Chicago have engineered a

Mankin, director of the UIC College of

published in the

tethered ribosome that works nearly as well

Pharmacy’s Center for Biomolecular Sciences.

journal Nature, the

as the authentic organelle that produces all

researchers
When the cell makes a protein, messenger

describe the design

RNA (mRNA) is copied from DNA. The

and properties of

The human-made ribosome may be able to

ribosomes’ two subunits, one large and

Ribo-T, a ribosome

be manipulated in the laboratory to do

one small, unite on mRNA to form the

with subunits that

things natural ribosomes cannot. This could

functional unit that assembles the protein

will not separate. Ribo-T may be able to be

lead to the production of new drugs and

in a process called translation. Once the

tuned to produce unique and functional

next-generation biomaterials and a better

protein molecule is complete, the ribosome

polymers for exploring ribosome functions

understanding of how ribosomes function.

subunits — both of which are themselves

or producing designer therapeutics — and

made up of RNA and protein — separate

perhaps one day even non-biological

from each other.

polymers. Read more.

the proteins and enzymes within a cell.

Called Ribo-T, the artificial ribosome
was created by Michael Jewett, chemical

Michael Jewett
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NU-Q Findings Offer New Insights
on Middle Eastern Media

ORS Leads Emergency
Training Drills

Five years after the Arab Spring offered the

The largest and most comprehensive study

Fire Department collaborated in a

promise of greater democracy and stability

of media in the Arab world, the survey

comprehensive, three-day emergency

throughout the Middle East, researchers

also sheds light on cultural opinions

response exercise in July.

have found dwindling support for free

and political attitudes.

Northwestern University and the Evanston

The simulation’s primary goal was to

speech in the region.
Among the study’s most distinctive findings

enhance response to a potential hazardous

Results from Northwestern in Qatar’s (NU-Q)

was a strong and consistent rise in the

materials incident at the Technological

groundbreaking “Media Use in the Middle

number of respondents who said they

Institute. The successful training initiative

East” survey show that while national

thought their country was headed in the

brought together first responders and

optimism in Egypt, Lebanon, Qatar, Tunisia,

right direction. Residents of every nation

University members, strengthening

and the United Arab Emirates has risen,

polled — except Saudi Arabia, whose King

communication and teamwork while

support for online criticism of those

Abdullah bin Abdulaziz died two weeks

refining protocols.

governments has declined.

before fieldwork began — say their nation
Participants included the Office of Research

is on a positive track.
“When we conducted our first study in

Safety, University Police, North Shore

2013, there was enthusiasm for the idea

The analysis of the 2015 survey results marks

Hazardous Materials Team, Division 3 of the

that the Arab Spring might mark the start

the beginning of a longitudinal approach

Mutual Aid Box Alarm System, and the

of a movement toward more freedom of

to the study, which has been funded for the

Evanston Fire Department. Actors helped

expression,” says Everette Dennis, dean

next three years with support from the

make the drill as realistic as possible.

of NU-Q and co-principal investigator of

Qatar National Research Fund and Doha

the study. “That notion has been slowed

Film Institute.

“Planning and practicing response efforts is
important for the University and the

by failures in places like Egypt, but the
idea that the Arab Spring is dead remains

“With that historical context in mind, we

community,” says Michael Blayney, ORS

unfounded. The thirst for social media

have developed an interactive website that

executive director. “Our training builds skills,

in the region, coupled with improved

allows users to compare countries and sort

familiarity, and relationships that can make

and transparent media coverage,

data in a variety of ways,” says Dennis. “One

a vital difference in an actual emergency.”

represents some of the extremely

of the project’s most exciting aspects is that

positive conclusions within our report.”

our scientific approach has been accepted by
each government. This allows us to discuss

The findings contain a range of new

a topic like censorship, which is virtually

information about the changing social

taboo in the region.”

media landscape in the Middle East. Since
2013, Facebook and Twitter users have

Rapid response research — fieldwork was

declined while Instagram accounts have

done in winter and results were analyzed

more than quadrupled. WhatsApp — the

by spring — is a hallmark of NU-Q. Research

world’s most-used messaging application —

findings each year are presented in Doha

has been adopted in equal numbers across all

before being disseminated at various

age groups.

academic conferences abroad.
“This year, we were pleased to have students
study and review the results,” says Dennis.
“One of the additional topics we hope to
address focuses on Ramadan-themed TV
programming during the holy month.”
The annual study is co-led by Justin D. Martin,
journalism, and Robb Wood, director of
strategic partnerships at NU-Q. The 2015
report was made possible by a grant from
the Qatar National Research Fund.

Photos by Michael Nowakowski

play a larger role as they helped frame the

Northwestern, the Evanston Fire Department,
and other area emergency-response units
recently participated in a comprehensive
three-day exercise at the Tech Institute.
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Library Initiative Results in Enhanced
Journal Selection
Access to more than three-dozen medical publications is now University-wide,

August 2015

Fisher Scientific
Awarded Lab
Supplies Contract

following an effort to expand their availability beyond the Feinberg School of Medicine.
“In an environment of increasingly interdisciplinary academic and clinical research, it is
crucial to ensure seamless and consistent access to the scholarly and scientific literature
across all units of the university,” says Sarah M. Pritchard, dean of libraries. “We can no
longer assume that specialized resources will only be used in one field or department.
We are grateful for the direct advocacy of several graduate deans, and the support of
the provost, in making the case for comprehensive subscriptions in this set of journals.”
The publications include:

Journal of Clinical Pathology

American Journal of Roentgenology

Journal of Leukocyte Biology

American Journal of Clinical Nutrition

Journal of Lipid Research

American Journal of Clinical Pathology

Journal of Medical Genetics

American Journal of Respiratory and Critical
Care Medicine

Journal of Neurointerventional Surgery

American Journal of Respiratory Cell
and Molecular Biology

Journal of Neurology, Neurosurgery and
Psychiatry (includes Practical Neurology)

Northwestern has selected Fisher Scientific
as its new primary preferred vendor for
general lab supplies. The company also will
operate the University’s onsite stockrooms,
which reopen October 1.

Annals of the Rheumatic Diseases

Journal of Neurosurgery (includes subsets
on pediatrics, spine)

Archives of Disease in Childhood

Journal of Nuclear Medicine.

Archives of Environmental & Occupational
Health

Journal of Nutrition

discounts on day-to-day purchases. All Life

BMJ Quality & Safety

Journal of Pharmacology and Experimental
Therapeutics

Tech orders, whether placed through Life

BMJ

Journal of Rheumatology

Bone & Joint Journal

Medical Letter on Drugs and Therapeutics

customers can request package discounts

British Journal of Ophthalmology

Molecular Pharmacology

for new lab startups.

British Journal of Psychiatry

Pediatrics

British Journal of Radiology

RNA

British Journal of Sports Medicine

Thorax

Cell Cycle

The agreement is expected to result in
direct cost savings from free shipping and

Tech directly or ordered through Fisher,
also are eligible for free shipping. In addition,

Northwestern granted secondary awards
to DOT Scientific and Sigma-Aldrich.
Partnering with DOT Scientific will allow

The expanded-access initiative involved

researchers to more easily fulfill federal

library staffs on both campuses, as well

grant requirements for small business

as several research deans in Evanston.

spending. The award to Sigma-Aldrich

Previously, access to American Journal

will provide onsite access to their products

of Neuroradiology; Blood; Clinical Journal

through the stockroom. Both companies

European Respiratory Journal

of the American Society of Nephrology;

will provide free shipping.

Genome Research

Journal of Clinical Oncology; Journal of the

Gut

American Society of Nephrology Nephrology;

Heart

Radiographics; and Radiology was also

Investigative Ophthalmology & Visual Science

extended to the full University community.

Chest
Diabetes
Diabetes Care
Drug Metabolism and Disposition

Journal of Bone and Joint Surgery:
American Volume

New catalogs and pricing information
is available on the iBuyNU Marketplace,
where orders can be placed for next-day
delivery. The new stockrooms will include
streamlined ordering and payment via
iBuyNU.
Contact Kimberly Li, procurement
administrator, with any questions.
Read more.
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Faculty Appointed to Named
Professorships
The Northwestern University Board of Trustees has honored 31 faculty members
by appointing them to named professorships. These endowed positions, effective
September 1, represent the highest honor a university can bestow upon its faculty
and recognize exceptional academic achievement.

THE FACULTY MEMBERS AND THEIR APPOINTMENTS ARE:
Robert Burns, law

William W. Gurley Memorial Professor of Law

Deborah Cohen, history

Charles Deering McCormick Professor of Teaching Excellence

Jennie Duggan, electrical engineering and computer science

Lisa Wissner-Slivka and Benjamin Slivka Professor

Christine Helmer, religious studies

Arthur A. Andersen Teaching and Research Professor

Walter B. Herbst, mechanical engineering and director of the

Charles Deering McCormick Distinguished Clinical Professor

Master of Product Design and Development Management Program
Mark Hersam, materials science and engineering and the director

Walter P. Murphy Professor in Materials Science and Engineering

of the Materials Research Science and Engineering Center
Yonggang Huang, civil and environmental engineering

Walter P. Murphy Professor in Civil and Environmental Engineering and
Mechanical Engineering

Seema Jayachandran, economics

HSBC Research Professor in Economics

Rebecca Johnson, English and a fellow in the Alice Kaplan

Crown Junior Chair in Middle East Studies

Institute for the Humanities
Jennifer Lackey, philosophy

Wayne and Elizabeth Jones Professor

Judy Ledgerwood, art

Alice Welsh Skilling Professor of Art

Katherine Litvak, law

Benjamin Bazur Summer Research Professor

Kate Masur, history

Wayne V. Jones II Research Professor in History

Thomas McDade, anthropology

Carlos Montezuma Professor

Gary Saul Morson, Slavic languages and literatures

Lawrence B. Dumas Distinguished University Professor

Janice Nadler, law

Stanford Clinton Research Professor

Ann Shola Orloff, sociology

Chair of the Board of Lady Managers of the Columbian Exposition

Michael Peshkin, mechanical engineering

Bette and Neison Harris Professor in Teaching Excellence

David N. Rapp, learning sciences and psychology

Charles Deering McCormick Professor of Teaching Excellence.

Leonard L. Riskin, law

Harris H. Agnew Visiting Professor of Dispute Resolution

Bill Rogerson, economics

Charles E. and Emma H. Morrison Chair of Market Economics

Sarah Schrup, law

Harry B. Reese Teaching Professor

Laurie Shannon, English

Franklyn Bliss Snyder Professor in English Literature

Richard Silverman, chemistry

Patrick G. Ryan/Aon Professor

Karen Smilowitz, industrial engineering and management

Charles Deering McCormick Professor of Teaching Excellence

Amanda Stathopoulos, civil and environmental engineering

William Patterson Junior Chair

Julia Stern, English

Herman and Beulah Pearce Miller Research Professor in Literature

Ben Weinkove, mathematics

Board of Lady Managers of the Columbian Exposition Chair

Jessica Winegar, anthropology

Harold H. and Virginia Anderson Professor

Kimberly Yuracko, law

Judd and Mary Morris Leighton Chair

Haoqi Zhang, electrical engineering and computer science

Breed Junior Professor of Design
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Cowan, Irwin Recognized for Service
Photo by Roger Anderson

Julie Cowan, ORC marketing and
communications manager, and Beth Irwin,
ORI research training manager, turned
a mountain into molehill.

August 2015

Green Honored
for Research
Kathleen Green,
pathology and
dermatology, has

For their efforts in culling information to

received a Humboldt

create a user-friendly Research Roles and

Research Award in

Responsibilities website — a project that

recognition for her
significant scientific

involved hundreds of work hours, dozens
Kathleen Green

of interviews, and 22 drafts — Cowan and
Office for Research STAR (Staff Team Award

Green studies how cells stick together,

Recognition) Leadership Award.
A July 8 recognition event, also acknowledged

achievements in
epithelial cell biology.

Irwin became the first dual winners of the

Julie Cowan, left, and Beth Irwin

not only to provide mechanical strength
to tissues, but also to regulate chemical
signals important for development and

the accomplishments of the two other OR
STAR Award nominees, Sasha Mechetner and

and who support the Office for Research

Aaron Rosen, both with core facilities.

goals to achieve excellence at all levels.

The OR STAR program recognizes OR

To view photos from the OR Star event,

von Humboldt Foundation in Germany,

employees who demonstrate leadership

click here.

an organization that supports international

differentiation.
The award, granted by the Alexander

academic cooperation between scientists

DC Roundtable Links Science, Policy
local, regional, and national media outlets.

and scholars, also provides Green the chance
to conduct sabbatical work at the University
of Cologne.

The senior research officers discussed the
interconnectedness of science and today’s
political climate and how universities strive
to maximize return on taxpayer dollars. They
also countered misconceptions held by some
that higher education is merely an extension
of the high school experience.

“I am incredibly honored to receive
this award,” says Green, who has been
a Northwestern faculty member for
nearly 30 years. She also is associate
director for basic sciences research at the
Robert H. Lurie Comprehensive Cancer
Center of Northwestern University. “I am

“At a premier academic institution like

excited and privileged to be afforded this

Northwestern, we teach people not just how

opportunity to explore new research areas.”

to answer questions, but also how to ask the
right questions,” says Walsh.

During her sabbatical, Green intends
to visit laboratories in Munich, Leipzig,

Jay Walsh, vice president for research

Despite uncertain funding from various

and Göttingen and to advance her research

government entities, the panelists expressed

using the state-of-the-art proteomics and

optimism for their students’ and faculties’

lipidomic core facilities in Germany.

Jay Walsh, vice president for research,

future endeavors. Northwestern is continuing

visited Washington, DC, on July 15 to

to develop new avenues to ensure that the

participate in the “All Things Research

University’s innovative approach to research

2015” media roundtable, sponsored by

has enduring and significant social impact.

Since joining the faculty in 1987, Green
has received many accolades, including
Feinberg’s Distinguished Woman in
Medicine and Science award and,

the Association of American Universities
Investment in Northwestern research now

most recently, the Society for Investigative

comes from many sources, including

Dermatology’s Albert M. Kligman/

Part of a 10-member cohort representing the

startups and other businesses in the Chicago

Phillip Frost Leadership Lecture Award

nation’s top-tier research institutions, Walsh

community. Managing those new

for significant contributions to the

and the other panelists addressed questions

relationships between universities and

understanding of structure and

posed by reporters from the New York Times,

companies can present new challenges.

function of skin. Learn more.

Boston Globe, Wall Street Journal and other

Watch video.

and the Science Coalition.
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Horn Receives Prestigious NSF Honor

Phatak Wins
Northwestern-Argonne
Energy Research Award

The National Science Foundation (NSF) has

participation rates

bestowed its esteemed Faculty Early Career

of women and

Development (CAREER) Award on Michael

underrepresented

Charudatta Phatak, an assistant materials

Horn, learning sciences and electrical

groups in

scientist at the Department of Energy’s

engineering and computer science.

computer

Argonne National

science programs

Laboratory, has

Horn will use the grant — a minimum of

have remained

received the 2015-16

$400,000 over five-years — to design and

discouragingly and

Northwestern-

study computational literacy experiences for

persistently low.

young people in museums, homes, and

Argonne Early
Michael Horn

Career Investigator

afterschool programs. One goal of his

“Students draw on a wealth of informal

Award for Energy

CAREER project is to increase diversity in

experiences with computers to define

Research.

postsecondary computer science programs.

themselves, to persist in college and to
move on to careers in computing,” says

Phatak will

A recent report by the Association of

Horn. “We cannot rely only on formal

collaborate with

Computing Machinery estimates that in five

experiences with computational literacy

Sossina Haile,

years, one out of every two science,

to develop the next generation of scientists,

materials science

technology, engineering, and mathematics

engineers and citizens.”

and engineering

jobs in the United States will be in
computing. Despite the growth in this area,

Charudatta Phatak

and applied physics,
Read more.

to produce an
enhanced view

Sossina Haile

Researchers to Investigate Potential
Heart Damage Caused by Phosphate

of electrode-

Is phosphate the next sodium — a once

lead investigator

electrolyte is what powers batteries and

seemingly benign food additive now linked

Myles Wolf,

other energy devices. An electrolyte holds

to heart disease and death? It’s nearly as

medicine:

charged ions that can form an electric current,

ubiquitous as sodium in processed foods but

nephrology. “We

while an electrode is the conductor that passes

it’s not even listed on food labels.

think reducing

that current. Better understanding of the

electrolyte reactions.
The interplay between electrode and

dietary phosphate

reactions that occur around an electrode

Phosphate’s low profile may soon change. A

consumption in

will provide fresh insights about battery

new Northwestern Medicine research center,

low-income and

design, solid oxide fuel cells, and catalysis.

funded by the American Heart Association

African American

(AHA), will investigate potential heart

populations may

damage caused by excess dietary phosphate,

reduce their higher risks of heart disease

particularly in African Americans, who have

and, thereby, minimize one of the most

disproportionately high rates of

glaring health disparities in the US.”

Myles Wolf

cardiovascular disease and may consume
diets high in processed foods.

at Northwestern University (ISEN) is proud to
play a part in honoring this interdisciplinary
team. Charudatta and Sossina’s research is
sure to advance our knowledge of battery

In the future, phosphate content may need to

design at a time of unlimited potential for

be listed on food labels, Wolf says.

energy storage,” says Michael R. Wasielewski,

The goals are to find new ways to prevent
and treat heart failure and build evidence for

“The Institute for Sustainability and Energy

ISEN executive director. “The Institute’s long
collaborative relationship with Argonne

“Poor people and minorities are more likely

The Northwestern center will conduct three
research projects to investigate phosphaterelated damage on a public health, clinical
science, and molecular level. The center also
will create new postdoctoral fellowships in

to eat greater amounts of processed foods

disparities research. With a nearly $4

This marks the sixth year that Argonne and

because those items are cheaper and more

million grant, the center is one of four new

ISEN jointly presented the early-career award.

readily available, especially in neighborhoods

AHA-funded centers on disparities in heart

The $100,000 prize will primarily support a

where there is not a supermarket and limited

disease and stroke. Read more.

PhD student —co-advised by Phatak and

regulating phosphate in the food supply to
try to improve public health.

availability of healthier fresh foods,” says

leverages combined institutional strengths
and supports faster deployment of targeted
research teams, like this one.”

Haile — for the next three years. Read more.
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Discoveries

August 2015

Karl Bilimoria, surgery: surgical oncology,

Richard I. Morimoto, molecular biosciences,

and colleagues published an article on July

and Johnathan Labbadia, a postdoctoral

28 on the characteristics and performance

fellow in Morimoto’s lab, have identified a

Spotlight:
Research
in the News

of hospitals penalized under the Hospital-

genetic switch that starts the aging process.

Research by Eric Anderson, marketing,

Acquired Condition Reduction Program.

Read more.

has identified certain types of consumers
whose preferences can predict product flops.

Their findings suggest that “low-performing”
facilities may not reflect poor quality of care
but rather programmatic measurement and

Using observations from our own galaxy,

Featured in the Chicago Tribune, the study

Frederic A. Rasio, physics and astronomy,

dubs these individuals “harbingers of failure.”

validity issues. Read more.

and colleagues predict the detection of
more merging black holes than previously

Time, Yahoo, and US News & World Report

Sarah Chamlin, pediatrics, and colleagues

thought. Read more.

were among publications featuring a recent
study by Craig Garfield, pediatrics and medical

have developed and validated a diseaseA new study by scientists at Northwestern

social sciences, exploring why men often

quality of life in young children with

— including Fengqi You, chemical and

gain weight after their partner gives birth.

Infantile hemangiomas (IH), benign

biological engineering — and the US

cutaneous tumors that grow primarily

Department of Energy’s Argonne National

Washington Post, Business Standard,

very early in life. Read more.

Laboratory reports that perovskite modules

and other national and international

are better than any commercially available

publications featured a study by

James Druckman, political science,

solar technology when products are

Nina Kraus, director of Northwestern’s

conducted research showing how presidents

compared on the basis of energy payback

Auditory Neuroscience Laboratory, and

use public opinion polls to shape the issues

time. Read more.

Adam Tierney, a postdoctoral fellow in

specific instrument for measuring the

communication sciences and disorders.
Jay Ryan, The Bird Machine

Americans care about — while catering to the
preferences of interest groups. Read more.
Partners who become romantically involved
soon after meeting tend to be more similar
in physical attractiveness than partners

The study showed that music training,
introduced as late as high school,
may help improve the teenage brain’s
responses to sound and sharpen hearing
and language skills.

who wait to develop an intimate relationship,
according to new findings published by

A recent survey by Roopal V. Kundu,

Eli Finkel, psychology. Read more.

dermatology, found that less than half
of respondents could tell from reading

A quick biological test may be able to identify

a sunscreen label how well it protected

children who have literacy challenges or

against skin cancer, premature aging, or

learning disabilities long before they learn

sunburn. The research was featured in

to read. The research by Nina Kraus, director

numerous national and international

of Northwestern’s Auditory Neuroscience

publications, including Wall Street Journal.

Laboratory, discovered that preliterate
children whose brains inefficiently process

A study led Wyndham Lathem, microbiology-

speech against a noisy background are more

immunology, finding that a single gene

likely than their peers to have difficulty with

Research by Eric Weiss, molecular

allowed the plague to morph and infect

reading and language development when

biosciences, was the cover feature

the lungs, was featured in numerous

they reach school age. Read more.

in the May 12 issue of PLOS Biology,

publications, including Washington Post.

Youth from low-income families may suffer
special health risks even as they succeed
academically and socially, according to
a new study by Gregory Miller, medical
social sciences. Read more.

above. Weiss and colleagues described
the three-dimensional structure of
a protein kinase co-activator complex
that is part of the Hippo signaling
pathway. The Hippo pathway controls
organ size in animals and is responsible
for directing cell proliferation, fate,
and architecture in a wide range
of eukaryotes. Read more.

Research by David Mohr, director of
the Center for Behavioral Intervention
Technologies, and Sohrob Sae, a postdoctoral
fellow in preventive medicine, was featured
in several publications, including Time,
US News & World Report, CNN, Los Angeles
Times, and Newsweek.
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Gentner Wins Rumelhart Prize

Core Exploration

Dedre Gentner, psychology and the School of Education and Social

More than 300 students, staff, faculty, and

Policy, has been awarded the David E. Rumelhart Prize.

postdocs took part in the fifth annual
Chemistry of Life Processes Institute

The annual Rumelhart Prize is considered to be the most important

(CLP) Core Crawl on July 16. Attendees

award in the cognitive science field.

learned about core-supported projects and
how the facilities play a vital research role,

“I’m deeply honored to receive this award and to join the illustrious

with the potential to move therapeutics from

company of prior recipients,” says Gentner. “This award is doubly
meaningful in being named for David Rumelhart, whose ideas have

discovery to clinical trials. Investigators

Dedre Gentner

were able to network with one another

been of major importance in my work.” Read more.

before “crawling” through 10 core facilities
located in the Richard and Barbara
Silverman Hall for Molecular Therapeutics

Honors
President Emeritus Henry S. Bienen has

medicine and geriatrics and preventive

been named interim president of the Poetry

medicine, have been elected to the Association

Foundation, an independent literary

of American Physicians (AAP). Physicians

organization committed to celebrating

are accepted for AAP membership in

poetic excellence in culture.

recognition of their valuable contributions
to medical science.

Photos by Roger Anderson

and Diagnostics on the Evanston campus.

The National Endowment for the Humanities
has awarded a Public Scholar grant to Kevin

Harold H. Kung, chemical and biological

Boyle, history. Boyle will use the grant to

engineering, has received the 2015 R.H.

work on his book, Bartolomeo Vanzetti

Wilhelm Award in Chemical Reaction

(1891-1927) and the Culture of Early 20th-

Engineering from the American Institute

Century Anarchism.

of Chemical Engineers. Kung will officially
accept the honor at the institute’s annual

Five faculty members have received H

meeting in November in Salt Lake City.

Foundation awards to help fund cancerrelevant pilot projects. The awardees are

The Transportation Research Board has

Navdeep Chandel, medicine: pulmonary;

awarded Hani Mahmassani, director of

John Crispino, medicine: hematology/

Northwestern’s Transportation Center,

oncology; Tomoko Hayashida, pediatrics;

the 2016 Thomas B. Deen Distinguished

Brian Mitchell, cell and molecular biology;

Lectureship award. Mahmassani will present

and Alexander Statsyuk, chemistry.

a paper at the board’s annual meeting in

S. Hollis Clayson, art history, has been

Washington, DC.

named the 2015 Varnedoe Visiting Professor

In recognition of her contributions to basic

at the Institute of Fine Arts at New York

science bone research, Paula Stern,

University. Clayson is a historian of modern

pharmacology, will receive the 2015 Louis V.

art who specializes in 19th-century Europe,

Avioli Foundation Award from the American

particularly France, and transatlantic

Society for Bone and Mineral Research. She

exchanges between France and the US.

will accept the award at the society’s annual
meeting in October.

The American Society of Clinical Investigation
recently honored Peng Ji, pathology, with its

Laurie Zoloth, religious studies, has been

Young Physician-Scientist Award. He is one

named a life member of the Clare Hall

of only 40 investigators nationwide to

College of the University of Cambridge.

receive the distinction this year.

The university grants this distinction to

Peter Kahrilas, medicine: gastroenterology
and hepatology, and Mary McGrae
McDermott, medicine-general internal

scholars who have completed a fellowship
and contributed to the university’s
intellectual life.

Upcoming Event:
CLP Core Expo
When: 11:00 a.m. to 2 p.m.,
Thursday, September 10
Where: Robert H. Lurie Medical
Research Center, 303 E Superior
Street, Chicago
Register here.
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Economist Sachs to Join Northwestern
Global Health Symposium
Poverty, hunger, and disease, know no borders.

August 2015

Confidentiality
Next IRB Brown
Bag Topic

“That’s what makes these interdisciplinary conversations so important,” says Juliet Sorensen,

The Institutional Review Board (IRB)

law, one of the organizers of Northwestern’s Global Health Interdisciplinary Symposium taking

Office maintains a robust training and

place November 20-21 on the Chicago campus.

outreach program that includes brown bag
sessions and other educational opportunities

Once considered a purely medical pursuit, global health research has enjoyed phenomenal gains

addressing human research-related topics.

over the past 25 years, due in large part to the understanding that good governance, effective economic
infrastructures, and functional legal systems are critical to solving a varied set of problems.

The August 26 brown bag discussion will
explore using Certificates of Confidentiality

The symposium will feature moderated panel discussions on public health, social justice,

(CoC), a document designed to help

and the impact of epidemics. Renowned economist Jeffrey D. Sachs will deliver a keynote

researchers protect the privacy rights

presentation. Sachs is the Quetelet Professor of Sustainable Development and Health Policy

of participants enrolled in biomedical,

and Management, director of The Earth Institute at Columbia University, and senior United

behavioral, clinical, and other forms of

Nations advisor. Twice named one of Time magazine’s most influential world leaders, he is

sensitive health-related research. These

also an expert in sustainable development, bestselling author, and syndicated columnist whose

certificates are intended to safeguard

monthly articles appear in more than 100 countries.

against compulsory legal demands,

“A trained economist who has become the leading figure on global health and development,
Jeffrey Sachs embodies the interdisciplinary nature of the field,” says Sorensen.
“This symposium marks an opportunity to bring together leading scholars, policy
experts, and other practitioners to increase dialogue and ultimately elicit action.”
The symposium is free to attend, but registration is required. Read more.

such as court orders and subpoenas,
for identifying information or identifying
characteristics of a research participant.
At the upcoming event, Ann Adams, associate
vice president of research, and Amy Mayber,
senior associate general counsel, will share
their insights about CoC eligibility. The

IIN Hosts Global Nanotech Leader
August 20

session begins at noon in Rubloff 750 on
the Chicago campus. RSVP to irbtraining@
northwestern.edu.

Luis M. Liz-Marzán, an expert in the study of optical phenomena

The unique properties of plasmonic nanostructures means they

View Total Lunar
Eclipse with CIERA
Astronomers

could have potential in a variety of applications, ranging from

The Center for Interdisciplinary Exploration

clinical therapy and diagnostics to optoelectronic control.

and Research in Astrophysics (CIERA) is

in the nanoscale vicinity of metal surfaces, will present the next
International Institute for Nanotechnology (IIN) Frontiers lecture
on August 20.

Luis M. Liz-Marzán

Liz-Marzán is the Ikerbasque Research Professor and scientific
director of the Basque Centre of Cooperative Research in Biomaterials. He will offer insight
on nanoplasmonics, a multidisciplinary field whose knowledge domain draws from atomic,
molecular, and solid-state physics, as well as chemistry.
“It is exciting to have a world leader in nanotechnology visit us from Spain,” says Chad Mirkin,
chemistry and IIN director. “Luis is one of the best and most accomplished nanoscience
researchers in Europe.”
Liz-Marzán talk occurs from 4-5 p.m. at the Pancoe Auditorium, 2200 Campus Drive, in
Evanston. The IIN initiated its Frontiers in Nanotechnology Seminar Series in 2002. Since
that time there have been 153 seminars, featuring some of the world’s most renowned
nanotechnology experts. Learn more.

hosting a lunar eclipse watch party from
8-11:30 p.m. on Sunday, September 27, atop
the Segal Visitors Center parking garage.
Attendees will have an opportunity to view
the eclipse, weather permitting, through
multiple telescopes, and also talk to
CIERA astronomers. Peak eclipse will
occur at 9:47 p.m.
Learn more.
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Proposal and Award Report: Through June 2015
The total amount of award funding that

Notable Award Total $ Comparison June (FY to date)

Northwestern received this fiscal year,

300
250

(2,065) is even with last year’s total.
The dollar volume of awards from
federal agencies declined 8 percent
($24.1 million). Awards from industrial

Dollars in Millions

decrease ($17.2 million) compared with
June 2014. The number of awards to date

2014
2015

-3%

through June, is $391 million, a 4 percent

200
150
100
50

13%

-26%

sponsors are about even with last year.

4%
-41%

0
Feinberg

Foundation funding has increased

McCormick

Res Centers
& Institutes

Communication

-5%

-26%
Weinberg

SESP

Other

7 percent ($1.6 million), while voluntary
health organization funding is up
Notable Proposal Total $ Comparison June (FY to date)

19 percent ($2.1 million).
1,600

through June is $2.19 billion, an increase
of 11 percent compared to last year. The
number of proposals submitted (2,857)
is up 4 percent.
The dollar volume of proposals submitted
to federal agencies rose 11 percent
($189.1 million), while proposals to
industrial sponsors increased 14 percent
($10.5 million). Proposal activity to

2014
2015

16%

1,400
1,200

Dollars in Millions

The dollar volume of proposals submitted

1,000
800
600
400

-10%

18%

7%

200

-34%

0
Feinberg

McCormick

Res Centers
& Institutes

Communication

30%
Weinberg

SESP

-19%
Other

voluntary health organizations is up
32 percent ($14.7 million).
Click here to access the full report.

Jerry the Bear Visits the White House
After being developed at Northwestern, Jerry
the Bear has enjoyed quite a journey.
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He has won business competitions, met
Warren Buffett, helped deliver a TEDx talk,
and has improved the lives of countless
children who have Type-1 diabetes. Now he
can add another milestone to his evergrowing resume: Jerry the Bear visited
President Barack Obama as part of the
first-ever White House Demo Day.
Created by Northwestern Engineering alumni
Hannah Chung and Aaron Horowitz, the
interactive teddy bear helps diabetic children
build healthy behaviors through play. Jerry
was first developed in 2009 as a project with
Design for America, a student initiative
founded at Northwestern that uses design for

Hannah Chung, President Obama,
Aaron Horowitz, and Jerry the Bear
social good. After graduating in 2012, Chung
and Horowitz built Jerry into the start-up
company Sproutel, which makes interacting
learning games for children with chronic
illnesses. Read more.

